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Instructions Primus 

                            
 

a) After testing if oil or fat level in the fryer is correctly switch on the on/off button 
behind the door on the control box casing. A signal sounds and all segments light up 
shortly (self-test of controller and safety device). During off hours set the on/off-
button to “O”. 
 
 

b) Touch lightly the on/off- button on the bezel for power up the fryer. 

 
 

c) The navigation light will come on and will be signaled with a blue light. 

 
Simultaneously the light will flash the previously used programme. 
Programme 10 = cleaning programme adjustable temperature from 20 to 95°C. 

 
       The temperature control gauge.  
 
 

d) After this 120°C turn off the heat from regular to constant heat. This will light blue. 

 
e) After the wished and chosen temperature  

(E.g. 170°C) the signal will indicate green. The fryer is ready to be used. 
 

 
f) By pressing the programme button for a short whilst you can start the programme 

chosen.  

The lift can also be used and will automatically react. 
 

g) If you want to select another programme, keep the programme button pressed until 
the selection in the info field runs (1 - 10). Release the button at the desired 
programme. If the programme no. is not correct, press the programme button 
individually to select the desired programme.      Option Quick-dial buttons 1 - 4: You can 
select programmes 1 to 4 directly via the quick-dial button. 

 
h) Whilst the system and programme is in action and in process mode the light will 

blink. 
 

The temperature and time is signified and will also show the time remaining. 
 
 

i) At the end of the programme the signal will turn green. 

The lift goes up – during the lift term it sounds an acoustic signal. 
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